Twitter Tuesday – 08.27.13
Blogging School Brainstorming
(read from bottom to top)



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 10m

Thanks Ashley for all your work! RT @hsblogging: Thanks for joining us for #HSBloggers
Twitter Tuesday!
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 11m

@forthisseason I think I would learn more about ROI if I could figure out how to use google
optimizer better #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 11m

wow that was fast! "see" you all next week! // RT @hsblogging Thanks for joining us for
#HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday!
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 11m

Thank you! RT @hsblogging: Thanks for joining us for #HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday!
Expand



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 11m

RT @apichea: My #hsbloggers topic list just grew a whole lot longer thanks to a GREAT
Twitter Tuesday chat! :) //meant my to-do list -ideas
View conversation



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 11m

RT @hsblogging Thanks for joining us for #HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday! #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 11m

@apichea // Thank you Ashley - I have missed these chats, but have loved the blog!
#hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 12m

Thanks for joining us for #HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday!
Expand



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 12m

RT @apichea: My #hsbloggers topic list just grew a whole lot longer thanks to a GREAT
Twitter Tuesday chat! :) //mine too!
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 12m

@LJSkool_Jackie I agree. I think you should be able to make money, but for some that isn't as
important as journaling lives, etc #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 12m

Glad we could help! :) RT @apichea My #hsbloggers topic list just grew a whole lot longer
thanks to a GREAT Twitter Tuesday chat! :)
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 12m

Won't be able to continue if I don't make $$ soon :-( RT @kerrybeck: #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 13m

RT @kerrybeck I think some of it depends on the purpose of your blog: make money,
encourage, journal, etc #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 13m

Agree! @forthisseason @hsblogging Thank you for all the knowledge you have shared!
#bloggingschool sounds like a very cool idea #hsbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 13m

My #hsbloggers topic list just grew a whole lot longer thanks to a GREAT Twitter Tuesday
chat! :)
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 13m

@kerrybeck I didn't even know that was a possability, that would be good to know #hsbloggers
View conversation



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 13m

Yes! RT @forthisseason @hsblogging Thank you for all the knowledge you have shared!
#bloggingschool sounds like a very cool idea #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 13m

RT @forthisseason @hsblogging Thank you for all the knowledge you have shared!
#bloggingschool sounds like a very cool idea #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 14m

I think some of it depends on the purpose of your blog: make money, encourage, journal, etc
#hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 14m

@hsblogging Thank you for all the knowledge you have shared! #bloggingschool sounds like a
very cool idea #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 14m

RT @Middle_way_mom Q6: What clues to know where to spend my time. When is it a waste
of time? #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 15m

@forthisseason It really depends on the subject area #hsbloggers
View conversation



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 15m

Q6: What clues to know where to spend my time. When is it a waste of time? #hsbloggers
Expand



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 15m

Great point. “@forthisseason: A6 - where I actually get ROI for my time, most social media this
year feels like wasted time #hsbloggers”
View conversation



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 15m

YES! RT @hsblogging: GREAT feedback... this not only helps to know what content to blog
about but helps with direction for #hsbloggers site!
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 15m

@kerrybeck It would also be nice to have a multi session in depth or a one time on a subject lots of ways to do this! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 16m

Other than Pinterest, I get a lot of traffic from Pinterest #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 16m

@forthisseason I'd like to learn more about google optimizer to track more than visitors, but
their actions on site #hsbloggers
View conversation



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 16m

Thanks for all the GREAT feedback... this not only helps to know what content to blog about but
helps with direction for #hsbloggers site!
Expand



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 16m

Agreed RT @goldenreflect "Being more time efficient with marketing, social media, and
finding time to read other blogs!! #hsbloggers"
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 16m

i hear ya RT @forthisseason A6 - where I actually get ROI for my time, most social media this
year feels like wasted time #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 16m

@goldenreflect I knew what you meant ... "read" #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 17m

AMEN!! RT @AdventurzNchild @hsblogging Q6 -How to: less time/ mo money ;)
#hsbloggers #bloggingschool
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 17m

A6 - where I actually get ROI for my time, most social media this year feels like wasted time
#hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 17m

read* not ready arg! #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 17m

@forthisseason That's what I was wondering. I it a multi-session or pick & choose course
#hsbloggers
View conversation



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 17m

@forthisseason @hsblogging // Oh, I agree! #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 17m

Being more time efficient with marketing, social media, and finding time to actually ready other
people's blogs!! @hsblogging #hsbloggers
View conversation



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 17m

@hsblogging Q6 -How to: less time/ mo money ;) #hsbloggers #bloggingschool
View conversation



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 18m

So important! RT @MyHSHelper: @hsblogging Q6: Being consistent #hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 18m

@MyHSHelper @hsblogging It would be neat to see a bunch of classes offered but be able to
choose just the ones you want to take #hsbloggers
View conversation



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 18m

@hsblogging Q6: Being consistent #hsbloggers
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 18m

RT @hsblogging Q6: What would be the 1 THING you'd most like to learn this yr in regard to
blog or social media? #bloggingschool #hsbloggers
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 18m

Am I the only one with tons o'tabs open after #HSbloggers Twitter Tuesday?

Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 18m

RT @hsblogging Q6: What would be the ONE THING you'd most like to learn this year in
regards to your blog or social media? #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 19m

RT @forthisseason A5 - with a class being between half and a full hour #hsbloggers // can we
make this - pay as we go?
Expand



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 19m

@hsblogging Q5 -need more details to decide budget, my blog budget is not large but I
understand the value in paying for quality #hsbloggers
View conversation



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 19m

Q6: What would be the ONE THING you'd most like to learn this year in regards to your blog or
social media? #hsbloggers #bloggingschool
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 19m

A5 - with a class being between half and a full hour #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 20m

:-) RT @hsblogging: I think we're going to have to have nice long chat with resident newsletter
marketing expert, @kerrybeck!! #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 20m

Me too - RT @forthisseason A5 - it really depends on what you get out of it - $10 to $15 for a
class with a way to follow up #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 21m

RT @hsblogging I think we're going to have to have a nice long chat with our resident
newsletter marketing expert, @kerrybeck!! #hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 21m

A5 - it really depends on what you get out of it - $10 to $15 for a class with a way to follow up
with questions #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 21m

With our budget no more than $50 RT @hsblogging Q5: How much would you be willing to
pay for #bloggingschool if it was offered? #hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 21m

I think we're going to have to have a nice long chat with our resident newsletter marketing
expert, @kerrybeck!! #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 21m

Q5: approximately $50 - money is really tight @hsblogging #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 22m

@ShanxiO my blog is on aweber. everything else is InfusionSoft. We've done email mktg for 7
yrs & upgraded a few yrs ago #hsbloggers
View conversation



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 22m

me three RT @kerrybeck "me too RT @AdventurzNchild: recommendations for
programs...create digital clipart & creating printables #hsbloggers"
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 22m

RT @hsblogging Q5: How much would you be willing to pay for #bloggingschool if it was
offered? #hsbloggers
Expand



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 22m

RT @hsblogging Q5: How much would you be willing to pay for #bloggingschool if it was
offered? #hsbloggers

Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 23m

Q5: How much would you be willing to pay for #bloggingschool if it was offered? #hsbloggers
Expand



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 23m

@kerrybeck No kidding! What program do you use (Mailchimp, Aweber, etc.)? #hsbloggers
View conversation



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 23m

@AdventurzNchild you're welcome. .. y'all should listen to Kelli's interview after #hsbloggers
today - http://homeschoolsuperheroes.com
View conversation



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 24m

@kerrybeck You've been hard at it today :) thanks for all the promo #hshw #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 24m

RT @Middle_way_mom A4: 2 hours or less, but ability to expand, if we want. #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 25m

@AdventurzNchild @hsblogging Oh, good one!!! #hsbloggers

Expand



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 25m

A4: 2 hours or less, but ability to expand, if we want. #hsbloggers
Expand



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 25m

Ha! My scheduled buffer tweets are coming through with the #hsbloggers tag
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 25m

me too RT @AdventurzNchild: recommendations for programs to use to create digital clip art
& other for creating printables #hsbloggers
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 25m

THIS #1 - newsletters ! RT @middle_way_mom: A3 #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 26m

RT @Middle_way_mom A3: about effective newsletters. I read everywhere it's the thing to
have... but how? // ME too #hsbloggers
Expand



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 26m

@hsblogging Oh, and I also need recommendations for programs to use to create digital clip art
& other for creating printables #hsbloggers
View conversation



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 26m

@ShanxiO I've been working on ezines/email mktg all day yesterday #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 26m

@Middle_way_mom YES, That is a good one!! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Becky Marie @forthisseason 27m

Yes, small steps! // RT @goldenreflect: Q4: At least one to two things per class. too much might
keep me from finishing it all #hsbloggers
Expand



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 27m

A3: I'd love to know more about effective newsletters. I read everywhere it's the thing to have...
but how to put it together? #hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 27m

[ad] Content Brew is BACK and is now self-paced!! Register for this online #blogging course
TODAY: http://buff.ly/19X0oqM #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 27m

Awesome! //RT @thedaisyhead Hey, girl! I'm working on that email this afternnon. :) RT
@goldenreflect Hi Connie!! @thedaisyhead #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 28m

RT @forthisseason A4 - its more how much time can I commit to it. Probably 2 to 3 hours a
week at most. #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 28m

Q4: At least one to two things per class. If there was too much it might keep me from finishing it
all @hsblogging #hsbloggers
View conversation



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 28m

Hey, girl! I'm working on that email this afternnon. :) RT @goldenreflect Hi Connie!!
@thedaisyhead #hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 28m

A4 - its more how much time can I commit to it. Probably 2 to 3 hours a week at most (likely
less). #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 28m

RT @hsblogging Q4: If you were going to take a class from #HSBloggers #BloggingSchool,
how much #homework would you expect?
Expand



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 28m

RT @hsblogging Q4: If you were going to take a class from #HSBloggers #BloggingSchool,
how much #homework would you expect? #hsbloggers
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 28m

Yay! :) RT @kerrybeck @thedaisyhead Hey Connie! I made it too...no flat tires this afternoon
:-) #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 29m

RT @forthisseason A3 - All things wordpress - how to do the behind the scenes stuff
#hsbloggers
Expand



Jackie Card @mrsjtc 29m

An update on what I've been doing and my #1000gifts lists. #hsbloggers #homeschool
#hsmommas http://mrsjtc.blogspot.com/2013/08/blog-news-and-more-gifts.html?spref=tw …
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 29m

RT @hsblogging Q4: If you were going to take a class from #HSBloggers #BloggingSchool,
how much #homework would you expect? #hsbloggers

Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 29m

I think I'd love to learn more about SEO in a #BloggingSchool. I feel like I could always learn
more SEO. #hsbloggers
Expand



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 29m

RT @forthisseason A3 - All things wordpress - how to do the behind the scenes stuff
#hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 29m

Q4: If you were going to take a class from #HSBloggers #BloggingSchool, how much
#homework would you expect?
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 29m

@thedaisyhead Hey Connie! I made it too...no flat tires this afternoon :-) #hsbloggers
View conversation



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 29m

@hsblogging A course in email marketing would be great! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Becky Marie @forthisseason 29m

A3 - All things wordpress - how to do the behind the scenes stuff #hsbloggers
Expand



Kelli Becton @AdventurzNchild 30m

RT @goldenreflect: I would say, writing ebooks, SEO, and balancing it ALL with home life!
haha @hsblogging #hsbloggers //what she said
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 30m

Hi Connie!! @thedaisyhead #hsbloggers
View conversation



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 30m

Hey, girl! :) RT @MyHSHelper @thedaisyhead - Mine too ;( #hsbloggers
Expand



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 30m

@thedaisyhead Welcome! I can relate; my computer's not cooperating at all today, so I'm using
my phone. #hsbloggers
View conversation



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 30m

RT @LJSkool_Jackie @hsblogging How to use PHP, please and thank you. #HSbloggers
#hsbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 30m

RT @hsblogging: Q3: If #HSBloggers were to have an online #BloggingSchool available, what
classes would you like to see offered?
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 30m

I would say, writing ebooks, SEO, and balancing it ALL with home life! haha @hsblogging
#hsbloggers
View conversation



Becky Marie @forthisseason 30m

A2 - I'm not sure I'm advance in any particular area, but I enjoy graphics best (photoshop)
#hsbloggers
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 31m

Hiya! Looks like a fun topic today! RT @apichea @thedaisyhead Hi!! :) #hsbloggers
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 31m

great question Q3: If #HSBloggers were to have an online #BloggingSchool available, what
classes would you like to see offered?
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 31m

RT @hsblogging Q3: If #HSBloggers were to have an online #BloggingSchool available, what
classes would you like to see offered?
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 31m

@hsblogging How to use PHP, please and thank you. #HSbloggers
View conversation



Belinda Parrish @MyHSHelper 31m

@thedaisyhead - Mine too ;( #hsbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 31m

@thedaisyhead Hi!! :) #hsbloggers
View conversation



Ashley Pichea @apichea 32m

@shanxio @ljskool_jackie that'd be a great class! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 32m

RT @hsblogging Q3: If #HSBloggers were to have an online #BloggingSchool available, what
classes would you like to see offered? #hsbloggers
Expand



Connie Stults @thedaisyhead 32m

Hi, ladies! My computer finally cooperated. :) #hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 32m

Q3: If #HSBloggers were to have an online #BloggingSchool available, what classes would you
like to see offered?
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 33m

I missed it too, lol RT @forthisseason Oh those kind of subjects- kinda missed the point of the
first question #hsbloggers.
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 33m

@forthisseason haha... either kind of subjects works! :) #hsbloggers
View conversation



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 33m

@kerrybeck I'm multi-tasking, too. L is doing his Unit3 @MathUSee review with me at the
same time. #HSbloggers
View conversation



Becky Marie @forthisseason 34m

@apichea Oh those kind of subjects- kinda missed the point of the first question #hsbloggers.
(I'm working on photography skills)
View conversation



Ashley Pichea @apichea 34m

Q2: I'd probably be in the "advanced" classes at #bloggingschool. #hsbloggers
Expand



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 34m

+1 “@LJSkool_Jackie: @hsblogging How to write a unit study and make it into an ebook &
what's a good price. #HSbloggers”
View conversation



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 34m

Homeschool bloggers, get your Tweet Chat open and join #hsbloggers! Happening right now.
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 34m

Trying to read #hsbloggers chat and listen to 20yo son tell me about his day at Texas A&M
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 35m

@ljskool_jackie lol... Buffer wasn't working, so I was manually copy/pasting into Twitter, and
then it decided to start working! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 36m

#HSbloggers Twitter Tuesday is going FAST today! Whoa.
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 37m

Q1: I'd love to learn more about PHP coding #bloggingschool #hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 37m

@goldenreflect I'm curious about that too #hsbloggers
View conversation



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 38m

RT @hsblogging Q1: What #bloggingschool subject(s) would most interest you and why?
#hsbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 38m

@ljskool_jackie so true! I try not to recommend anything I don't already own... #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 38m

Montessori style for higher grades RT @hsblogging Q1: What #bloggingschool subject(s)
would most interest you and why? #hsbloggers

Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 38m

@hsblogging How to write a unit study and make it into an ebook & what's a good price.
#HSbloggers
View conversation



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 38m

@ShanxiO @hsblogging WP widgets can take hours out of my day... and I love it! Oh, the
possibilities! #hsbloggers
View conversation



Teach Diligently @TeachDiligently 38m

A Letter to My Sisters: Our Hope, God’s Promise http://bit.ly/19JKfl2 #hsbloggers
#homeschool #hsttd #hsmommas
View photo



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 38m

@apichea Very nice! Love the pic. #hsbloggers
View conversation



Ashley Mills Hill @TheHillHangout 38m

Whether you send them off to school or #homeschool them, it's always good to pray for your
kiddos! http://thehillhangout.com/2013/08/back-to-school-prayers/ … #hsbloggers
Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 39m

Q1: What #bloggingschool subject(s) would most interest you and why? #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 39m

Hi!! @apichea #hsbloggers
View conversation



Middle Way Mom @Middle_way_mom 39m

@hsblogging I learned I need to plan lessons much further in advance! :) #hsbloggers
View conversation



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 39m

Wise words! RT @LJSkool_Jackie I learned that if I can't afford to buy it then I shouldn't be
recommending it to my readers. #HSbloggers
Expand



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 39m

@apichea Hi, Ashley! #hsbloggers
Expand



Shanxi U. Omoniyi @ShanxiO 39m

@hsblogging Hi everyone! For this week I've been exploring more Wordpress widgets.
#hsbloggers

View conversation



Keystone Ministry @KeystoneBlog 40m

RT“@hsblogging: It's #backtoschool season, so today we're going to dream about
#bloggingschool. #hsbloggers”
View conversation



Ashley Pichea @apichea 40m

Hi @forthisseason & @HolisticSchool!! #hsbloggers
Expand



Jackie Ryan Masek @LJSkool_Jackie 40m

I learned that if I can't afford to buy it then I shouldn't be recommending it to my readers.
#HSbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 40m

Hi @ljskool_jackie & @goldenreflect!! #hsbloggers
Expand



Michelle Cannon @HolisticSchool 40m

RT @apichea RT @hsblogging: It's #backtoschool season, so today we're going to dream about
#bloggingschool. #hsbloggers
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 40m

RT @hsblogging: It's #backtoschool season, so today we're going to dream about
#bloggingschool. #hsbloggers
Expand



Heather @ GRB @goldenreflect 41m

RT @hsblogging It's #backtoschool season, so today we're going to dream about
#bloggingschool. #hsbloggers
Expand



Becky Marie @forthisseason 41m

Hi Everyone!! RT @hsblogging: Welcome to #HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday!! Share something
you've learned this week…
Expand



kerrybeck @kerrybeck 41m

How field trips fit into a #homeschool day-Hear #HSHW @AdventurzNchild today
http://ow.ly/oeC7r #hsbloggers #hsmommas
Expand



Ashley Pichea @apichea 41m

@hsblogging I learned that the pit of a peach has a seed inside it!
http://instagram.com/p/dhr0d4BU4C/ #hsbloggers
View conversation



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 41m

It's #backtoschool season, so today we're going to dream about #bloggingschool. #hsbloggers

Expand



Homeschool Blogging @hsblogging 43m

Welcome to #HSBloggers Twitter Tuesday!! Share something you've learned this week…

